INTRODUCTION
The inferotemporal cortex (IT) of the macaque monkey is an extrastriate visual area, which receives visual inputs from the primary visual area (Vl) after relays in two prestriate areas: V2 and then V4 Rockland and Pandya 1979; Zeki 197 1) . It, in turn, projects to the limbic system: to the amygdaloid complex directly (Amaral and Price 1984; Herzog and Van Hoesen 1976; Iwai and Yukie 1987; Turner et al. 1980) and to the hippocampus both indirectly via the parahippocampal gyrus (for review see Van Hoesen 1982) and directly . Some integrative function may be suggested by this anatomic organization; experimentally, monkeys in which ITS were ablated bilaterally showed severe and specific deficits in learning tasks that required visual discrimination or recognition of objects (for review see Dean 1976; Mishkin 1982) . It has thus been thought that the IT plays an essential and specific role in object discrimination and recognition.
To understand the cellular mechanisms of the visual object discrimination and recognition processes in IT, it is necessary to know how visual images of objects are coded by IT cells. The previous studies found cells that selectively responded to the sight of a brushlike pattern (Desimone et al. 1984; Gross et al. 1969 Gross et al. , 1972 Schwartz et al. 1983 ), a face (Baylis et al. 1987; Bruce et al. 198 1; Desimone et al. 1984; Perrett et al. 1982; Yamane et al. 1988) , or a hand (Desimone et al. 1984; Gross et al. 1969 Gross et al. , 1972 , but there are no clear evidences for the presence of cells that selectively respond to other complex features than the above three.
We therefore designed the present study to find out general rules of analysis and representation of visual object information in IT. We examined responses of individual IT cells with an extensive set of visual stimuli, including realistic objects as well as bars and disks, and carefully determined the stimulus features necessary and sufficient for the maximal activation. We used anesthetized and paralyzed preparation, because Isuch an extensive test of responses needs long stable recordings from single cells, which may be easier in anesthetized monkeys than in behaving monkeys. Because the previous studies have suggested that IT is not a homogenous region (Baylis et al. 1987; Cowey and Gross 1970; Desimone and Gross 1979; Iwai and Mishkin 1967; Yukie 1987,1988; Pandya 1978,1989; Weller and Kaas 1987; Yukie and Iwai 1988) , we paid special attention to the distribution of cells with different types of selectivity; therefore the same monkeys were repeatedly used for recordings to make many penetrations distributed over a wide area in the same hemisphere.
We found that most cells in the anterior two-thirds or three-quarters of IT were maximally activated only by stimuli more complex than bars, disks, and gratings. The critical feature for the activation varied from cell to cell: an integrated shape in some cells and a combination of contourshape and texture or color within the contour in other cells. These selective responses of anterior IT cells may constitute a basis of the critical role of this region for the object discrimination and recognition.
Some of these results were previously reported in abstract form Tanaka et al. 1987 ).
Preparation and recording
Three Japanese monkeys (Macaca fuscata) weighing from 6.5 to 7.5 kg were used. The general methods of preparation and recordings are same as those described previously Tanaka et al. 1986 . Briefly, the monkeys were first prepared for repeated recordings by a single aseptic surgery performed under anesthesia with pentobarbital sodium (initially 35 mg/kg followed by 5-10 mg. kg-' l h-l): a brass block for head fixation was attached to the top of the skull with stainless steel bolts and acrylic resin, and the right lateral surface of the skull was exposed and covered with acrylic resin for later unit recordings. Extracellular single-cell recordings were made once a week on each monkey: an endotracheal cannula was inserted into the trachea under initial anesthesia with ketamine hydrochloride; the monkey was immobilized with gallamine triethiodide and anesthetized with a gas mixture of N,O and O2 and a small dose (up to 1 mg l kg-' l h-l) of pentobarbital sodium throughout the recording; and a glass-coated platinum-iridium electrode was inserted into the brain through a small hole in the resin-coated skull, which was made at the beginning of each recording session and filled with resin when the recording was finished.
Only one or two penetrations were made in a day, but mapping in the same hemisphere was continued for up to 12 mo. Figure 1 shows the distribution of electrode penetrations in the three monkeys. All the penetrations were made in the right hemisphere. The mapped region in monkey IC and monkey MO covered the prelunate gyrus, which is occupied by V4, and the posterior and ante- rior parts of the IT. Because cells were recorded within 3 mm from the initial unit in all but four penetrations (the mean of the distance of the final unit from the initial unit was 1.81 mm), the region did not cover the lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus or the ventral region medial to the anterior middle temporal sulcus. Monkey SU was used for preliminary experiments.
Visual stimuli
The corneas were covered with contact lenses with artificial pupils 3 mm in diameter. A translucent tangent screen was placed 114 cm from the corneas. The power of the contact lenses was determined so that images on the screen focused on the retina. Several retinal landmarks were projected onto the screen by the use of a reversible retinoscope, and the position of the fovea was determined geometrically from these by referring to photographs of the fundus. The fovea could be exactly indicated in a photograph of the fundus.
Three-dimensional (3-D) objects were presented in front of the screen, and photographs of various patterns were projected onto the screen. The monkey saw the stimuli monocularly, usually by the eye contralateral to the recording site. The other eye was occluded by a removable opaque plate. The screen was illuminated by two sets of fluorescent lights that were attached to the ceiling behind the monkey. The luminance of the screen was 3.1 cd/m2, that of a white paper sheet placed in front of the screen, 9.0 cd/m2; that of a black paper sheet, 0.92 cd/m2; and that of a light slit projected onto the screen, 30 cd/m2.
Stimulus selectivity of cells was examined as follows. Responses of a cell were first tested with a routine set of stimuli, and the effective stimuli were listed. The routine set was composed of I) slits and spots of various sizes and colors, projected from a handheld projector; 2) rectangular and circular paper cuts of various sizes and colors, presented in front of the screen; 3) regular geometric patterns, such as stripes, dot patterns, concentric rings, and patterns like windmills, projected from a handheld projector; 4) plastic and sponge spheres, sponge cubes, plastic cylinders, and feather brooms, of various colors; 5) 3-D animal imitations made of vinyl, cloth, or plastic, including imitations of tiger, tabby cat, spotted dog, zebra, giraffe, gorilla, hawk, duck, frog, raccoon, monkey, human head, and human hand; 6) 3-D plant imitations made of plastic, including banana, apple, orange, maize, pineapple, grapefruit, melon, cabbage, carrot, potato, cucumber, watermelon, eggplant, onion, potato, a bunch of grapes, ivy, a potted plant, a cut piece of apple, and an obliquely cut sweet potato (which was fed every day to the monkeys in the cage); and 7) the experimenter's hands, body, and face. Various sides of the objects were presented with various orientations.
If a cell gave consistent response to one of the 3-D objects, we tried to clarify which component or combination of components of the image were essential for the activation. If a cell was consistently activated by more than two different stimuli, we started from the features common to the stimuli. We made two-dimensional (2-D) paper models that simulated the image of the object and compared the response of the cell to these 2-D paper models and the original 3-D object. The paper model simulated not only the shape of the outline, but also the texture and the color of the image. If the cell responded to the 2-D model as strongly as to the 3-D object, we then reduced the complexity of the 2-D model step by step and assumed that the simplest 2-D feature that fully activated the cell was the feature that the cell extracted from the image. (The criteria to determine if two responses are equally strong will be described below.)
The initial listing of effective stimuli was mostly done qualitatively by hearing the firing through an audiomonitor, and the subsequent procedure of reducing the complexity of the effective stimulus was performed quantitatively.
For the quantitative test, the 2-D and 3-D stimuli were attached to the end of a stick and presented by hand in synchrony with a sound from a computer. The timing of the presentation was accurate to well within 0.3 s. A large opaque plate with a window usually 40" in diameter was placed 10 cm in front of the open eye to make the experimenter's hand invisible to the monkey. The stimuli were usually presented with slow (OS-2 Hz) oscillations of small amplitudes (0.5-3"). Although the 2-D models were usually presented with a stick, any contribution of the stick to the activation was excluded by presenting the models attached on a translucent plate. Two to 15 different stimuli were combined in a stimulus set, and they were presented by turns so that the stimulus rotated among the combined set. The cycle was repeated, usually 10 times. Although each cell was tested with several stimulus sets, each set always contained a common stimulus, usually the optimal stimulus, so that the relative effectiveness of all the stimuli could be evaluated by reference to the response to the common stimulus. The magnitude of response was represented by the mean firing rate during the time of the presentation minus the spontaneous firing rate just before the presentation. The time epoch during which the response was measured was shifted by an amount equal to the latency of the response of individual cells.
A statistical evaluation was performed as follows. As described above, a single test was usually composed of 10 cycles of sequential presentation of 2-15 different stimuli. We averaged the responses to all stimuli within a single cycle and divided the magnitude of each response by this cycle average. This procedure was performed for all cycles to yield a set of normalized magnitudes for each stimulus pattern. The Kolmogorov-Smimov test (a nonparametric test) was then applied between two sets of the normalized magnitudes, usually between responses to the optimal stimulus and responses to another stimulus. The symbols * and + in figures indicate that the response marked by the symbol is significantly smaller than the response to the optimal stimulus, with a possible error < 1% for * and 5% for +. We assumed two responses to be equally strong if the smaller response was 270% of the larger response and the difference was not significant in the statistical test (P > 0.05).
It should be noted that there was a limitation in identifying a selectivity of response for color of stimulus in the present study. As described above, we simulated the view of effective 3-D objects by paper models. Color of the model or part of the model was changed by replacing it by a paper cut of other colors. We considered the response to be color-selective if the response was considerably reduced by changing the color to white and black as well as to other colors. However, sheets of paper of different colors were different not only in the wavelength composition (hue) but also in the total energy (brightness) of the light reflecting from the surface. Therefore it is possible that the apparent color-selectivity of a response was only due to the selectivity for the exact value of the brightness. We cannot exclude this possibility, but we do not think it plausible for the following reasons. I) Among the initial routine set of stimuli, the color-selective cells usually responded to several different 3-D objects that were similar in hue but different in brightness. 2) We prepared paper sheets of -25 different colors. For each color there were other colors close in hue but different in brightness. We tested several cells with such pairs of paper sheets and observed that the magnitude of response depended on the similarity in hue but not on the similarity in brightness.
The extent of the receptive field was determined by use of the optimal stimulus. We plotted the border by the center of the stimulus, and therefore we tried to use smaller stimulus as far as the cell responded maximally. The extent of the receptive field thus determined is larger than "the minimum response field" (Barlow et al. 1967 ) that must be plotted by the inner edge of the stimulus. The positions on the tangent screen were converted into those in visual angle, and the area of the receptive field was calculated as if it were elliptic in shape. The averaged data shown in Table 4 and Fig. 18 were calculated by averaging values of the square root of the area.
RESULTS
Discrimination betweei the posterior and anterior parts of IT Response properties were studied in a total of 725 cells located in visual areas inferior to the superior temporal sulcus. They were classified as Primary, Texture, Elaborate, Others, Weak, and Unresponsive cells according to the criteria described below. Primary cells dominated the prelunate gyrus and a posterior part of IT, whereas Elaborate cells dominated the remaining anterior part of IT.
Primary cells are those that could be activated by slits or spots, by adjusting the orientation, size, and/or color. Because the slit could be replaced by an ellipse and the spot by a small square, the exact shape of the stimulus was not important for their activation.
Texture cells are those that were activated by some simple texture such as a stripe or dot pattern, regardless of the shape of the outer boundary. A single component of the texture resulted in little or no activation.
Although Primary cells and Texture cells were activated by simple stimuli, they responded to complex stimuli that contained the critical feature as strongly as to the simple stimuli.
Elaborate cells are those that required a particular shape or a combination of a shape with a color or texture. The selectivity of these cells could not be explained by the selectivity for orientation, size, and color of stimuli, or by the selectivity to some simple texture.
Others included two cells in IT that were activated only by a temporal change of color (from orange to red in 1 cell and from green to red in the other), seven cells in IT that were activated only by some complex movements, and three cells in the prelunate gyrus that had pure inhibitory center and wide excitatory surround regardless of the sign of the contrast of stimuli.
Weak cells are those that showed only a weak response to certain visual stimuli. The response was too unstable to study the stimulus selectivity reliably.
Unresponsive cells are those that did not respond to any of the visual stimuli included in the initial routine set.
Although stimuli were usually given through the contralateral eye, a change of the eye did not improve the responsiveness of Weak and Unresponsive cells. Binocular view was also tested for these cells, but we did not try to align the two visual axes exactly. There thus remains a possibility that some of the cells required particular disparity values for the activation. Auditory and tactile stimuli were also given to Weak and Unresponsive cells, but none of them was activated by these non-visual stimuli.
The classification was done mostly qualitatively by hearing the firing through the audiomonitor, but if necessary quantitative measurements of responses (by making peristimulus time histograms or PSTHs) were done to eliminate an uncertainty present in the qualitative determination. PSTHs were made for 298 cells.
The were scattered throughout the mapped region (Fig. 3) , Primary and Elaborate cells showed clear characteristics in their distribution. Primary cells dominated a posterior part of IT as well as the prelunate gyrus, whereas Elaborate cells dominated the remaining anterior part of IT (Fig. 2) . The distribution of Primary cells was complementary to that of Elaborate cells, and the change from the dominance of Primary cells to that of Elaborate cells was abrupt rather than gradual. We have thus determined to divide the IT into posterior and anterior parts by the use of this discontinuity. Quantitatively, the border line is drawn between the penetrations in which Primary cells were more numerous than Elaborate cells (posterior to the line) and the penetrations in which Elaborate cells predominated (anterior to the line). The border is shown by broken lines in Figs. 2 and 3. The posterior part will be called "posterior IT" and the anterior part "anterior IT." Although the results are shown only for monkeys IC and MU in Figs. 2 and 3, results consistent with these were also obtained in monkey SU Primary cells dominated the posteriorly situated two penetrations and Elaborate cells dominated the remaining, more anteriorly situated penetrations (see Fig. 1 ). Table 1 shows the number of cells in each category recorded in the prelunate gyrus, posterior IT, and anterior IT.
The border between the prelunate gyrus and posterior IT was tentatively drawn by extending the anterior tip of the inferior occipital sulcus. It is indicated by dotted lines in the top maps of Fig. 2 and by arrowheads in other maps. The difference between the prelunate gyrus and posterior IT was small, whereas anterior IT was very different from these two regions. Elaborate cells constituted 45% of the whole sample and even 69% of the clearly responsive cells in anterior IT. We thus established that cells that required complex features dominate the anterior part of IT. This region occupied the anterior two-thirds to three-quarters of the IT.
Primary cells in the prelunate gyrus and posterior IT Here we will describe response properties of Primary cells, which dominated the prelunate gyrus and posterior IT.
Slightly more than one-half of the Primary cells in the prelunate gyrus and posterior IT showed the orientation selectivity, namely, they required the stimulus to be elongated along a particular axis of orientation (noted as "ori- Values are the number of cells that showed >50% inhibition by increasing the length or size of the stimulus out of the number of cells tested for the inhibition. IT, inferotemporal cortex.
ented" in Table 1 ). Figure 4 , top (cell 1) shows an example that was recorded in posterior IT. The cell responded much more strongly to a light slit elongated along 4:30-lo:30 (B) than to a small square (A). A slit in the orthogonal orientation did not activate the cell at all.
Such oriented cells frequently showed two other kinds of stimulus selectivity. One is inhibition by long length of the stimulus. The degree of inhibition by long stimuli was moderate in cell 2 of Fig. 4 
(C). An inhibition
by >50% was observed in one-third of the oriented cells ( Table 2 ). The other property is a preference for sign of the contrast. Cell 1 of Fig. 4 preferred a light stimulus: it was activated by a white bar presented on a gray background (D) but not by a black bar on the same background (E), although the contrasts of the two stimuli were almost the same (0.46 and 0.53 log unit). In the present sample, two-fifths of the oriented cells showed such selectivity for sign of the contrast (Table 3 ). The cells that preferred light stimuli and those that preferred dark stimuli were equally common.
Some of the Primary cells required a particular color. They showed a weak response or none to a white or black stimulus. More than one-half of these color-sensitive cells did not require the stimulus to be elongated (noted as "color" in Table 1 ). Cell.2 of Fig. 4 is an example of these "color" cells. The cell responded to a red disk (F) but not to a white (J) or a black disk (not shown). It even seemed to be suppressed by a spot of other colors (G-Z). The shape of the stimulus did not affect the activation (Kand L), but the size of the stimulus was important. The magnitude of the response increased gradually as the size of the disk increased from 1 O (50% maximum) to 2.5' (75% maximum) and then to 5O (maximum) but decreased when the size of the spot further increased to 10' (M, 28% maximum). Such inhibition by large size was shown by one-third of the color-coded cells ( Table 2 ). The sign of the luminance contrast did not matter to the activation of cell 2 of Fig. 4 . It responded both to a red disk (F, darker than the background) and to a red light spot projected onto the screen (not shown, 1.4 1 times as large as the response to the disk). Some other color-coded Primary cells responded only to patterns lighter or darker than the background (Table 3) .
The remaining cells showed neither orientation selectivity nor color selectivity but were not completely nonselective. Two-thirds of these required the stimulus to be within some small size (up to 5 O, Table 2 ), and many of them showed a selectivity for sign of contrast (Table 3) . Values in denominators indicate numbers of cells tested for the preference for sign of contrast. Values in numerators indicate numbers of cells that respond to light patterns more than twice as strongly as to dark patterns (left), cells that preferred dark patterns (middle), and cells that responded both patterns (right). IT, inferotemporal cortex.
CLUSTERING.
Cells of these subgroups of Primary cells did not occur randomly but tended to be grouped in each given penetration. Color-coded cells occurred in a restricted number of penetrations, and usually the cells sampled in a single penetration were either mostly oriented or mostly nonoriented (Fig. 2 ).
Texture cells
Before going to the Elaborate cells, which dominated the anterior part of IT, we will explain the properties of the Texture cells, which were scattered throughout the whole bar that was a component of the stripe pattern (C). Some response appeared when three black bars were combined (D), but the magnitude of the response was still one-third of that of the response elicited by the stripe pattern. The magnitude of the response increased further as the number of bars increased and reached a maximum with 10 bars (not shown). The cell also did not respond to single bars that were larger in width than the component bar of the stripe pattern. The response was selective for orientation (B) and for the spatial frequency of the pattern. These were common properties of the Texture cells that responded to stripe patterns (29/30). The optimal frequency ranged from 0.25 to 4 cycles/deg.
Another five cells were activated maximally by a dot pattern. One of these, recorded in the prelunate gyrus, is illustrated in Fig. 5 , bottom (cell 2). A stripe pattern activated the cell in an orientationally selective manner (G and H), but a pattern composed of light spots on a dark background activated it more than twice as strongly as the stripe pattern (E). A dot pattern with the same spatial organization but with reversed contrast was not effective at all (F). For this cell it is probable that the orderly arrangement of spots was essential, because random dot patterns were not effective. On the other hand, the shape of the texture components was not critical, because the light spots could be replaced by light squares. What was critical for the activation may have been a rather orderly arrangement of small light patches.
In addition to the cells that selectively responded to a particular kind of texture, we saw three cells that responded to textured patterns regardless of the kind of the texture. They did not respond to patterns without a texture. We did not find the Texture cells that selectively responded to texture patterns composed of fragmentary line segments, but a few Elaborate cells required patterns composed of parallel fragmentary line segments within a contour of a specific shape.
One-quarter of the Texture cells (10/38) showed inhibition by large size. Interestingly, a few of them preferred stimuli elongated along a particular orientation.
Elaborate cells in anterior IT
Here we will explain response properties of Elaborate cells in anterior IT. Elaborate cells can be further divided into three groups. Ninety of the 208 Elaborate cells were "identified cells" for which we succeeded in reconstructing the stimulus feature required for the activation by 2-D stimuli made of paper (see METHODS). Another 3 1 were "face cells," which selectively responded to the presentation of a face. The remaining 87 cells were "unidentified cells" that selectively responded to one or a few 3-D objects but for which we failed to reduce the effective stimuli to a particular 2-D feature.
The procedure of reducing the complexity of the effective stimulus was performed quantitatively.
The open bars of Fig. 6 show the distribution of the ratio of the magnitude of the response to the identified 2-D feature to that of the response to the most effective 3-D object, from which the reduction of complexity was begun, for 63 identified Elaborate cells. The ratio was by definition >0.7 (see METHODS) and was usually > 1. The ratio > 1 means that the 2-D model evoked a response stronger than that to the original 3-D object. This occurred because the contrast was increased, and the size and even some parameters of the shape were adjusted to the preference of the cell during the course of the reduction process. For the remaining 27 identified cells, the quantitative test was started with some 2-D patterns. The dotted bars of Fig. 6 show the ratio of the magnitude of the response to the most effective 2-D stimulus to that of the response to the most effective 3-D object for 33 unidentified Elaborate cells. For the remaining 54 unidentified cells, quantitative tests were not performed because it was clear in the qualitative tests that any of the 2-D models that we made to simulate the image of the 3-D object failed to activate the cell.
We did not study the properties of face cells extensively, because there have been many extensive studies for similar cells located in the depth of the superior temporal sulcus (Bruce et al. 198 1; Desimone et al. 1984; Perrett et al. 1982) and in the ventral surface of the IT (Yamane et al. 1988) . The main objective of this paper is to describe the properties of the critical (necessary and sufficient) features for the activation of the identified Elaborate cells, with the aim of finding out general principles of coding of images of objects in anterior IT. We will show several examples to illustrate the degree of complexity of the critical features and how steeply selective the responses were to these features.
The identified critical features of 67 Elaborate cells were specified just by shape of the contour and sign of the contrast, whereas another 22 cells required the texture or the color within the contour in addition to the contour-shape (shape + texture, 15 cells; shape + color, 5 cells; shape + texture + color, 2 cells). The remaining one cell required a combination of the texture and the color. SHAPE-ONLY CELLS. Figures 7-9 show six examples of cells for which critical features were specified only by shape.
Cell I of Fig. 7 responded to brushes, pineapple leaves, and other shapes that had many projections from a central body. We quantified the response with star-shaped patterns. A star with eight projections activated the cell as strongly as these initial objects (A). Disks (B), squares (C), and triangles (-0.04 of the maximum) of various sizes were tested, but none of them were effective. A star with 16 pro- Elaborate cell responding to a star shape. Invariance of the response for the size of the stimulus is shown in Fig. 13 . Cell 2: Elaborate cell responding to a rounded tongue projected from 7 o'clock. Selectivity of this cell for the orientation of the stimulus is shown in Fig. 12A . jections was as effective as the star with 8 projections (0.87 of the maximum), but a shape with four projections evoked only a 44Smaximum response (II) and a shape with three projections 17%maximum response. On the other hand, the response to stars was invariant for the size, as documented in Fig. 13 . To check the possibility that only some part of the star-like shape was crucial for the activation, we tested the response with partial blocks of the star. The top side (E), right side (F), bottom side (G), and left side (H) were all effective to some extent, especially the bottom side, but the magnitude of the response was less than one-third of the response elicited by the whole star. We also presented stripe patterns with spatial frequencies between 0.25 and 2 cycles/deg and with different orientations 45O apart, but none of the stimuli activated the cell (~0.0 1 of the maximum). Thus the overall shape, or Gestalt, must have been crucial for the activation. We did not test systematically whether or not a regular arrangement of projections was a requirement; but, because the cell responded to a wide variety of objects (see above), multiple projections from a central body rather than a regular star shape in a strict sense seems to have been the essential requirement. The preference for abruptness of the projections was not tested. The color did not influence the magnitude of the response (qualitative tests); but the sign of contrast of the pattern, namely, whether it was darker or lighter than the background, was very important. This cell never responded to light stars (0.02 of the maximum). This importance of sign of contrast was a general feature among the shape-only Elaborate cells.
Three cells selectively responded to a rounded shape without a projection or a comer (like disks and ellipses), one cell responded to a rectangle, one cell responded to a triangle, and one cell responded to a cross. Three cells seleo tively responded to an elongated cut regardless of the orientation of the long axis.
The shape required for cell 2 of Fig. 7 was more complex than the above-described examples. The cell responded maximally to a rear view of a gorilla model within the initial set of stimuli (0.84 of the maximum response shown in I) with some good responses to a rear view of the head of a tiger model (0.59 of the maximum) and a rear view of a mannequin's head with black hair (0.50 of the maximum). The critical feature was identified to be a rounded tongue (I). The tongue had to be projected from the direction of 7 o'clock (see Fig. 12A ). Tongues having corners did not activate the cell (J and K) and neither did a disk itself(L). The cell responded to the stimulus if a short skirt was attached to the disk in the appropriate direction (IM), but the response was still smaller than half-maximum.
A combination of the disk with a long but narrow bar also elicited only a half the maximum response (N). Thus it seems safe to conclude that a rounded tongue was the necessary and sufficient feature for the activation. The final two histograms were added to show how the response tolerated changes in size of the patterns (0 and P). A white tongue evoked much smaller response (0.29 of the maximum) than a black tongue, and a black outline (the width was 0.25") with a white inside was even less effective (0.17 of the maximum).
Two cells selectively responded to a concave or a convex edge, one cell responded to a narrow bar with a special curvature, and one cell responded to an elongated cut sharpened at both ends. Figures 8 and 9 show further examples of the shape-only Elaborate cells. The critical features of these cells are different from those of the above-described examples in that they can be assumed to be composed of more than two components. The segmentation of the critical feature into components may be arbitrary in the examples shown in Fig. 8 , but the segmentation is rather objective in the examples shown in Fig. 9 .
Cell I of Fig. 8 responded maximally to an apple model among the initial routine set of stimuli. The apple had a stem, and when the stem was removed the cell ceased to respond. We immediately realized that a combination of a round body and a projection from it was important. A projection from a disk made of black paper activated the cell more strongly than the original apple model (A). A bar or a disk by itself resulted in little or no activation of the cell (B and C). The direction of the projection was critical, as shown in Fig. 12G . The projection needed to be longer than some minimum:
the maximum response was obtained with a 2.5 O projection; if the projection was 1 O the response was only one-third of maximum (D). The width of the projection was also critical. The maximum response was obtained with a 0.25"-wide projection, and the response was reduced significantly if it was made as wide as 1.5 O (E) or as narrow as 0.05O (0.69 of the maximum).
If two more projections were attached to the disk at positions near the first projection, the response was halved (0.48 of the maximum). The selectivity for the shape of the body was moderate: the response was halved if the disk was replaced by a square (F) and by a star (G). The selectivity for the size of the disk was also moderate. The response was significantly reduced if the size of the disk was halved (0.55 of the maximum). The response did not decrease when the disk was doubled (0.95 of the maximum), but it completely disappeared if the bar was attached to a dark straight edge of a massive body that was so big that the other borders of the body was outside the stimulus window (H).
Cell 2 of Fig. 8 responded to a light T-shaped cut in an orientationally selective manner (I and J). A cross that could be made by attaching another bar to the optimal Tshaped cut was not effective (K), and the right-side L (L), left-side L (M), or horizontal bar (N), which were components of the T-shaped cut, were not effective, either. The angle was important in some graded manner. If the two light bars that constituted the horizontal bar were tilted by 30", there remained the initial transient excitation, but the sustained component of the response vanished (0 and P).
Two cells selectively responded to five bars projecting from a disk (see Fig. 12F ), and one cell selectively responded to a combination of three bars that joined at one end (see Fig. 12B ).
In the case of cell 1 of Fig. 9 , the investigation of the critical feature started with a fact that a rear view of an experimenter's head, but not a mannequin's head detached from its body, was effective in activation (qualitative observations). We then placed a white board under the mannequin's head and obtained a good response from the cell (0.7 1 of the response shown in A). Finally, the critical feature was identified as a combination of a black disk and a white disk (A). A black disk had to be placed above a white disk (H, see also Fig. 12C ). Either component, a black disk or a white disk, in isolation was not effective at all (B and C). The response vanished if both disks were made black (0.08 of the response to the stimulus shown in A, not shown) or white (qualitative observation). Although the orientation of the alignment of two disks was critical, the disshape and other submodalities. Figures 10 and 11 show four examples of such cells. tance between two disks was less important. The magnitude A combination of a shape and a texture was required for of the response slightly decreased when the borders of two the activation of cell I of Fig. 10 . The critical feature of the disks touched each other (0.78, smaller than the response cell was derived from combined hindlimbs of a tabby cat shown in A by P < 0.05) but did not change even when the model (1.29 of the maximum response shown in A). The distance between the borders increased to 16.5 O ( 1.08 of the width decreased from the proximal to the distal, and there response shown in A). The selectivity for shape of either was a grating orthogonal to the axis of the limbs. Finally, we component was moderate. The magnitude of the response concluded that a vertical grating within a triangle directed decreased by -40% when either disk was replaced by a square of a similar size (D and E), and the magnitude of the to the right was the critical feature for the activation (A). A white or black triangle without a grating did not activate the response was reduced by 55% when both disks were re-cell (B). With a horizontal grating the magnitude of the placed by squares (F). The possibility that this reduction response was one-third of the maximum (C). With a grid was caused by a subtle change in the size that accompanied that contained the vertical grating as a component, the rethe change tude of the in the shape was response did not excluded, because change significant the magni-.ly when eisponse outline was had close to be to the maximum a triangle directed (D). The shape of the to the right. A vertical ther disk was changed in size by up to 30% (exemplified grating within a rectangle, either wide or narrow (E and F), bY G).
or a triangle directed to the left (G) was not effective, but a Cell 2 of Fig. 9 responded maximally to an obliquely cut vertical grating within a disk evoked about one-third maxisweet potato among the initial set of stimuli, and a 2-D mum response (H). model composed of a dark ovoid elongated vertically and a Three cells specifically responded to a grating within a light disk placed within and near the bottom end of the dark circle, two of them with selectivity for the orientation of the ovoid activated the cell as strongly as the original stimulus did (I). Although the cut surface of the sweet potato made a Cell 1 contrast with the peel in both luminosity and color, the color contrast was not required (qualitative observation in this cell). ----placed near the bottom end of the outer ovoid (K). Compared with this strict requirement on the positional relationship between the two components, the selectivity for the shape of either component was rather moderate. A replacement of the inner disk with a square reduced the response considerably (M), but with a hexagon the reduction was small and not statistically significant (IV ment of the outer ovoid with a triangle reduced the response considerably (O), but a replacement with an ellipse resulted in a small, nonsignificant reduction in the re-Cell 2 sponse (P).
There were five more cells that had critical features similar to that of cell 2 of Fig. 9 , namely, a light disk within a dark ovoid. These six cells were recorded in four penetrations made within a region 1.2 mm in diameter in monkey SU. Although the critical feature was the same in shape, the best orientation was different; and the tuning properties for parameters of the shape, for example, the strictness of the
selectivity for the shape of each component and the position of the inner disk within the ovoid, varied from cell to cell. There were also a cell responding to a configuration in which a pair of dark rectangles overlaid on an end of a light square, a cell responding to a combination of a big rectangle ,,
and a small horizontal bar above it (Fig. 120) , and a cell grating and the remaining one without the selectivity for the orientation; and one cell specifically responded to a grating within a square.
A combination of a shape and a color was required for the activation of cell 2 of Fig. 10 . The cell responded selectively to a green star. A green star (I) but not green cuts of other shapes (J-L) activated the cell. The same star-shaped cuts of other colors were not effective, either (M-0). We suspected that some spatial frequency components but not the shape of star itself were responsible for the activation, and tested the response with green and white gratings of various spatial frequencies and with various orientations. But we could not activate the cell with the gratings (exemplified by P). The cell responded to a green star both on a white sheet and a black sheet, although we did not measure the responses quantitatively. Therefore the sign of the luminosity contrast might not be important for the activation.
There were also two cells that selectively responded to a red star-shaped cut and one cell that responded to a yellow elongated cut sharpened at both ends.
Finally, we see examples of cells with critical features that Finally, we see examples of cells with critical features that represented a combination of textured and/or colored segrepresented a combination of textured and/or colored segments. Figure 11 shows two examples. For the activation of ments. Figure 11 shows two examples. For the activation of cell 1, a combination of two textured bodies was required. cell 1, a combination of two textured bodies was required. The critical feature was derived from a front view of a tabby The critical feature was derived from a front view of a tabby cat (0.70 of the maximum response shown in A). The cat cat (0.70 of the maximum response shown in A). The cat had a horizontal grating on the face and a vertical grating on had a horizontal grating on the face and a vertical grating on the body. The forelimbs placed under the face had also a the body. The forelimbs placed under the face had also a vertical grating. A combination of a horizontal grating in vertical grating. A combination of a horizontal grating in the top half and a vertical grating in the bottom half of a the top half and a vertical grating in the bottom half of a circular area (A) activated the cell more strongly than the circular area (A) activated the cell more strongly than the cat did (l-0.70, P < 0.0 1). The vertical grating or the horicat did (l-0.70, P < 0.0 1). The vertical grating or the horizontal grating within the half area by itself was much less zontal grating within the half area by itself was much less effective (B and C). A vertical or horizontal grating occupyeffective (B and C). A vertical or horizontal grating occupying the whole circular area did not activate the cell (qualitaing the whole circular area did not activate the cell (qualitative observations). A grid that occupied the circular area tive observations). A grid that occupied the circular area also was not effective (D). A combination of a vertical and a also was not effective (D). A combination of a vertical and a horizontal grating was required. We next examined effect of horizontal grating was required. We next examined effect of changing the outline of the textured area. The response was changing the outline of the textured area. The response was significantly smaller when the pattern occupied a wide area significantly smaller when the pattern occupied a wide area (E, 40' in diameter), whereas a combination of two disks, (E, 40' in diameter), whereas a combination of two disks, one occupied by a horizontal grating and the other occuone occupied by a horizontal grating and the other occupied by a vertical grating, elicited a comparably strong repied by a vertical grating, elicited a comparably strong response (F). From these results, it may be concluded that sponse (F). From these results, it may be concluded that only the position and area extent, not the exact boundary only the position and area extent, not the exact boundary shape of each grating, was critical. The response was signifishape of each grating, was critical. The response was significantly reduced if the two disks were separated (G) or altercantly reduced if the two disks were separated (G) or alternated in their position (H; see also Fig. 12E ). nated in their position (H; see also Fig. 12E ).
The critical feature of cell 2 of Fig. 11 was a combination The critical feature of cell 2 of Fig. 11 was a combination of a dotted brown disk and a narrow light bar. The cell first of a dotted brown disk and a narrow light bar. The cell first responded to a potato and a pineapple attached to an end of responded to a potato and a pineapple attached to an end of a white bar but not to a brown or red sphere attached to a a white bar but not to a brown or red sphere attached to a white bar. The view was simulated by a dotted brown disk white bar. The view was simulated by a dotted brown disk attached to an end of a white bar, and it activated the cell as attached to an end of a white bar, and it activated the cell as strongly as the 3-D objects (I). The shape of the body was strongly as the 3-D objects (I). The shape of the body was important in the sense that the response was much reduced important in the sense that the response was much reduced when the disk was replaced by a square (J). The color of the when the disk was replaced by a square (J). The color of the disk was also important because the response disappeared disk was also important because the response disappeared when the color was changed to green (K), yellow (L), blue, when the color was changed to green (K), yellow (L), blue, and red (not shown). The response was significantly reand red (not shown). The response was significantly reduced when the dots were removed (M). This corresponds duced when the dots were removed (M). This corresponds to the initial observation that a brown sphere attached to a to the initial observation that a brown sphere attached to a white bar was not effective, because the sphere was smooth white bar was not effective, because the sphere was smooth on the surface. From these results, we concluded that the on the surface. From these results, we concluded that the critical feature included the color and texture as well as the critical feature included the color and texture as well as the shape of the block. In addition, the bar was indispensable shape of the block. In addition, the bar was indispensable because the response failed when the brown dotted disk was because the response failed when the brown dotted disk was presented in isolation (N). The bar had to be brighter than presented in isolation (N). The bar had to be brighter than the background: the response was reduced significantly if it the background: the response was reduced significantly if it was made darker than the background (0). was made darker than the background (0).
There were also a cell that required a combination of a There were also a cell that required a combination of a white and blue blocks and a cell that required a red star white and blue blocks and a cell that required a red star attached to an end of a blue rectangle. attached to an end of a blue rectangle.
In conclusion, the critical features for the activation of In conclusion, the critical features for the activation of identified Elaborate cells were more complex than orientaidentified Elaborate cells were more complex than orientation of contours, size and color of stimuli, and some simple tion of contours, size and color of stimuli, and some simple texture, which are sufficient for cells in the lower stages, but texture, which are sufficient for cells in the lower stages, but were nevertheless not complex enough to specify a concept were nevertheless not complex enough to specify a concept of some particular real object. Instead, the critical features of some particular real object. Instead, the critical features seemed to be partial features common to images of several seemed to be partial features common to images of several different objects. There are two exceptions to this general different objects. There are two exceptions to this general conclusion. Thirty-one cells responded selectively to a face (see Figs. 14 and 17) , and 4 cells responded only to the realistic silhouette of a hand (see Fig. 17 ).
The number of cells that required a certain color for their activation was small. Color was relevant only for 6 of 90 (6.7%) identified Elaborate cells. Within the whole sample of cells in anterior IT for which we identified the critical features (n = 162), namely, Primary, Texture, and identified Elaborate cells, only 17 cells ( 10.5%) were color relevant.
The selectivity of cells for the stimulus features was moderately steep: to patterns far from optimal, the cells did not yield even one-fifth of the maximum responses. In many cells the spontaneous activity was even suppressed by the inappropriate patterns. Nevertheless, for each cell there were many suboptimal stimuli that evoked responses larger than one-fifth of the maximum but still significantly less than the maximum.
The selectivity for the shape was usually less steep in Combination cells than in Shape-only cells , and the selectivity for the segmental shape was usually less steep in the cells in which critical features can be segmented into multiple components than in the cells in which critical features are composed of a single segment (compare Figs. 8 and 9 with Fig. 7 The response of the identified Elaborate cells was selective for the orientation of the stimulus. This conclusion is based on qualitative tests routinely performed for all cells in the course of identifying the critical feature and an additional quantitative measurement performed for 28 cells (with >4 orientations for 19 cells and with 2 opposing orientations for 9 cells). Figure 12 lists quantified results of eight cells, selected to represent the whole variety. Rotation of the optimal pattern by 90' decreased the magnitude of the response by ~50% for most cells (A-F in Fig. 12, 12/19 ). The tuning of the remaining cells was broader: the response was reduced by >50% just by a rotation of 180' (G, 6/ 19), or the cell showed only ~50% change (H, 2/28). A moderate change in size was tested for many cells in the course of identifying the critical feature (see cell 1 of Fig. 9 ), but a change larger than four times was tested only for 10 cells. This limitation was partly caused by the troublesome procedure of making very big and very small stimuli by hand. Cells 1 and 2 of Fig. 13 are the 2 extremes among these 10 cells. Cell 2 (see also Fig.  7, top) showed comparable responses to star-shaped cuts tolerating a change in size as large as eightfold. The response of cell 2 was significantly reduced when the optimal pattern was halved or doubled. The other eight cells were intermediate between these two examples.
CELLS SELECTIVELY RESPONDING TO THE SIGHT OF A FACE.
Thirty cells in anterior IT selectively responded to the sight of a face. These responses were selective to a face in the sense that they showed weak or no responses to the other 3-D objects included in the initial routine set and to various regular 2-D patterns. Most cells responded to faces of both monkeys and humans, but five cells responded only to a monkey face and two cells only to a human face. Three of these cells responded to a lateral view of head (profile) and the remaining to a front view of head. Cells that selectively responded to the sight of a face have been found in the depth of the superior temporal sulcus (Bruce et al. 198 1; Desimone et al. 1984; Perrett et al. 1982) . These responses of cells in the fundus of the superior temporal sulcus were reported to be insensitive to the orientation of the face in the frontoparallel plane (Desimone et Perrett et al. 1982) , whereas the responses of the present cells were selective for the orientation of the face in the frontoparallel plane. For all of 10 cells tested quantitatively, a rotation of the face 90' from the optimal orientation reduced the response by >SO% (Fig. 14, A-F) . Eleven other cells that were tested only qualitatively also showed a sensitivity for the orientation. The remaining 10 cells were examined only with upright faces and were not tested on the selectivity for the orientation. The optimal orientations of the 21 cells included many different orientations, although the upright face was more frequently represented than the other orientations (Fig. 14G) . Interestingly, for some cells, a face rotated 180° from the optimal evoked larger responses than faces rotated 90° from the optimal ( Fig. 14, C , E, and F; all P < 0.0 1). The cell shown in Fig.   14F is the most striking example of this.
UNIDENTIFIEDELABORATECELLS.
For87Elaboratecells,we failed to reduce the requirement for the activation from 3-D objects to particular 2-D features. Fifty-eight cells responded equally well to more than two objects, and the remaining 29 cells responded only to single objects.
It is possible that these unidentified Elaborate cells responded to some depth cue, because we always tried to reduce the requirement to 2-D features. Cell 2 of Fig. 15 , and a brown sphere (C) activated the cell, whereas a brown disk was not effective (D). We attached various textures on the brown disk, but none of them activated the cell (E and F). Cell 2: another example of an unidentified Elaborate cell. A dot pattern (G) and a radial pattern-like a windmill (H) activated the cell, whereas a pattern composed of concentric rings (I), vertical stripes (J), or horizontal stripes (K) failed to activate the cell. Interspot interval, interval between neighboring rings, and interstripe interval were 4". Diameter of spots, width of light rings, and width of light bars were 2O. Patterns were projected within a stimulus window 40" in diameter.
feather brush. The feature common to the effective objects was the spherical shape and the brown or red color. However, a brown disk was much less effective (D). We then suspected that some subtle texture on the surface was required and added various kinds of regular and irregular textures to the brown disk. These textured disks still failed to activate the cell (exemplified by E and F). We concluded that some depth cue that was difficult to reconstruct by hand might be responsible. Binocular disparity was irrelevant, because these Elaborate cells were activated by a monocular presentation of the 3-D objects.
It is also possible that some unidentified Elaborate cells responded to more than two independent features. Cell 2 of Fig. 15 is the most suggestive example for this. The cell responded equally well to a dot (G) and a windmi 11 pattern (H) but not to patterns composed of concentric rings (I).
We suspected that some particular spatial frequency component was responsible and tested this possibility by presenting rectangular gratings of various spatial frequencies, but the response evoked by the gratings was only up to 30% of the maximum (exemplified in J and K).
Distribution of Elaborate cells
Because Elaborate cells showed a wide variety in the complexity of the critical feature and because anterior IT is huge in its area1 extent, it seemed possible that anterior IT is divided into several subareas with the response specificity of cells made up in progressive anatomic stages from subarea to subarea. If this is true, one would expect that the level of complexity of the response specificity varies in different subareas. To test this possibility, we further classified the identified Elaborate cells according to the level of the complexity of the critical feature and examined the distribution of cells of the subgroups. We tested two systems of classification. In the first we distinguished Elaborate cells selective only for shape and Elaborate cells selective for shape combined with texture or color. In Fig. 16 , top, the shape-only cells are indicated by circles, and the combination cells are indicated by combined symbols. There was no clear separation between the shape-only cells and the combination cells. There were some combination cells even at the posterior edge of the region, and there were some shapeonly cells at the most anterior part within the mapped region. Cells that selectively responded to faces showed a grouping at the most posterior part in anterior IT.
In the second way of subdividing the identified Elaborate cells, we asked whether the critical feature can be divided into multiple segments. The cells for which critical features can be divided into multiple segments are called multisegment, and the cells with critical features composed of single segments are called single-segment. Although this criteria is more or less arbitrary, the conclusion about the clustering does not change by shifting the border of division. In We thus failed to find a way in which anterior IT can be divided into several subdivisions containing cells of different properties, but this does not rule out organizations on more microscopic levels. For example, it has been established that Vl cells lined up in a direction normal to the cortical surface show similar preference for the orientation of contours and similar ocular dominance. Although we do not have enough data to conclude whether IT cells lined up in the direction normal to the surface show related critical features, we have some suggestive preliminary results. It usually took several hours to identify the critical feature of a cell, so the number of cells that could be studied along a single penetration was limited. However, in several penetrations successive cells showed similar critical features, and it took less time than usual to identify their critical features. Five of these penetrations are illustrated in Fig. 17 .
In the first penetration (the leftmost), the critical features of the cells were related to gratings. The first two cells were Texture cells, which responded to a grating. They had surround inhibition and only responded to a grating within a limited area. Then two Elaborate cells were recorded. One responded to a combination of a vertical grating and a horizontal grating (cell I of Fig. 1 l) , and the other responded to a grating within a circular area.
In the second penetration, the cells showed the critical features that can be related with the sight of a hand. They included two Texture cells that responded to rather rough gratings, an Elaborate cell that responded to an elongated block regardless of the orientation, two Primary cells that responded to an elongated block with orientation selectivity, two Elaborate cells that responded only to the realistic silhouette of a hand, and two Elaborate cells that responded to a combination of 5 bars projecting from a disk. We can speculate that the features detected by the former five cells are related to the sight of fingers.
In the third penetration, we recorded an Elaborate cell that selectively responded to a T-shaped cut (cell 2 of Fig. 8 ) and three Elaborate cells that selectively responded to a combination of a bar with a disk (one of which is cell 1 of Fig. 8 ). If we assume the T shape as a projection of a short bar from a long bar, then all the cells were related to a "projection."
In the fourth penetration, we recorded three cells that selectively responded to faces, and they responded to different orientations. The cell recorded at the deepest position also responded well to a face, but it responded to a rear view of a head as well. The requirement was finally reduced to a combination of a dark big body with a smaller light piece. Finally, in the fifth penetration, we succeeded in identifying the critical features for only two cells. One cell responded to a dark star-shaped cut and the other cell responded to a red star attached to an end of a blue tongue.
Size and position of the receptive$eld
The extent of the receptive field was determined for 105 cells in the prelunate gyrus, 110 cells in posterior IT, and 207 cells in anterior IT.
The receptive field was much larger in anterior IT than in posterior IT and the prelunate gyrus. Figure 18 shows the value of the square root of the area of the receptive fields averaged over cells recorded in single penetrations; the diameter of the circle indicates the averaged value and the center of the circle indicates the position of the penetration. There is a clear discontinuity at the border between posterior IT and anterior IT, determined by the discontinuity in the selectivity of responses.
The mean field size is given in Table 4 separately 
DISCUSSION
The highlight of the present results is that most cells in the anterior two-thirds or three-quarters of IT were maximally activated only by more complex stimuli than bars, disks, and simple texture. The selectivity of responses cannot be explained by the selectivity for the orientation, size, and color of stimuli or by the selectivity to simple texture. This is in line with the previous findings by Gross, Desimone, and colleagues in IT that there are cells specifically responding to brushlike shapes, hands, or faces (Desimone et al. 1984; Gross et al. 1969 Gross et al. , 1972 Schwartz et al. 1983) . We expanded these previous findings to the coding of general objects by finding cells that each responded specifically to a feature unique to images of a limited number of real objects. The critical feature varied from cell to cell, and the critical features of anterior IT cells as a whole may constitute a basic set of features with which the image of any particular object can be discriminated from images of the other objects. This set of selective responses of cells to various features may constitute a basis of the critical role of this region in the visual object discrimination and recognition. On the other hand, we confirmed the previous results that anterior IT cells have large receptive fields and posterior IT cells have smaller receptive fields (Desimone and Gross 1979; Gross et al. 1969 Gross et al. , 1972 .
Combination coding
Although responses of anterior IT cells were thus selective to particular features, the features coded by individual cells were not complex enough to indicate a concept of particular real objects. Instead, they may be partial features common to images of several different objects. This means that simultaneous activation of a few to a few tens of cells is required to indicate the concept of a particular object. In addition, because the responses of the cells were selective for the orientation of the stimulus, different sets are required for indicating view of the object with different orientations. Images of objects are thus coded by combinations of active cells each of which represents the presence of a particular partial feature. We will call this type of coding "combination coding." An advantage of the combination coding over the "local coding" (Barlow 1972 ) is the capability of generalization, although not so strong as that of the "distributed coding." That is, knowledge acquired for an item represented by a population of cells is automatically generalized for other items represented by mostly overlapping populations (Hinton et al. 1986) .
Why is the coding of faces and that of hands different from the coding of the other general objects? We confirmed the previous results (Bruce et al. 198 1; Desimone et al. 1984; Gross et al. 1972 ) by finding cells that responded only to the sight of a face or the realistic silhouette of a hand. Activity of a single cell, instead of a population of cells, seems enough to indicate the presence of a face or a hand. This may be explained by two reasons. One is the especially frequent occurrence of seeing faces and hands. The other is the special meanings of faces and hands. The face and hand have very distinguished meanings from the other objects, and therefore knowledge about faces and hands should not be generalized to the other objects.
Although responses of the face cells are highly selective in the sense that they do not respond to the other objects than faces, their selectivity among different faces is not sharp. They responded to virtually all different faces with only broad tunings (Baylis et al. 1985; Yamane et al. 1988 ). On the basis of these findings, Rolls (1987) proposed that different faces are coded in a distributed manner by many face cells. This distributed coding may have the advantage of capability of generalization among faces. Desimone et al. (1984) proposed that a way of distributed coding similar to that proposed by Rolls is also used for the coding of general objects by emphasizing their finding that "Many IT cells responded equally to nearly every stimulus tested, and most of the stimulus-selective cells gave at least a small response to virtually every stimulus tested, especially visually complex stimuli" (p. 206 1 in Desimone et al. 1984) . Our combination coding is different from such a distributed coding schema. We propose that activity of each individual cell represents the presence of a particular partial feature in the image, and therefore a cell is active only when the monkey sees images of a limited number of objects that contain the critical feature of the cell. However, the discrepancy with Desimone et al. ( 1984) may be mostly due to a difference in emphasis.
Anatomic substance of anterior IT
The IT has been divided into TEO and TE on the basis of cytoarchitectural properties and effects of lesions (Iwai and Mishkin 1967; Bailey 1947, 1950) . Recent anatomic studies (Felleman et al. 1986; Fenstemaker et al. 1984; Ungerleider et al. 1986 ) further divided TE into posterior and anterior parts by showing that V4 projects to the posterior part of TE as well as to TEO. These anatomic studies also gave a criteria to determine the border between TEO and TE. The projection from V4 to TEO is topographically organized, whereas the projection from V4 to the posterior part of TE shows no topographical organization. On the basis of the correspondence in positions relative to the sulci, we tentatively suggest that our posterior IT corresponds to TEO and our anterior IT includes both the posterior and anterior parts of TE. Our finding that the size of the receptive fields increased rather dramatically as the recording position went from posterior IT to anterior IT can be explained by the difference in the connections from V4, namely, the presence and the absence of a topographical organization. Although we thus found physiological counterparts for the anatomic segregation between TEO and the posterior part of TE, we failed to find differences between the posterior and anterior parts of TE. We also failed to find a difference between V4 and TEO. The conclusion here is in line with the conclusion of Fenstemaker et al. (1985) that the receptive field became larger and the stimulus selectivity became more complex approaching the border between TEO and TE.
Finally, we ask how the elaborate selectivity to complex features comes about. Because cells with different levels of complexity were intermingled throughout anterior IT, it is not likely that the selectivity develops along global connections from subregion to subregion of anterior IT. We raise two alternative possibilities, in which Elaborate cells in posterior IT are evaluated differently. Elaborate cells were found in posterior IT, although their population was small. If we emphasize the presence of Elaborate cells in posterior IT, we would hypothesize that the selectivity is mostly made up in posterior IT. Primary cells, which constitute a majority in posterior IT, converge to make Elaborate cells through local connections in posterior IT, and these posterior Elaborate cells project to anterior IT. If we think that the number of Elaborate cells in posterior IT is too small, we would hypothesize that the selectivity develops rapidly through local connections in anterior IT. This latter possibility may be supported by the fact that in anterior IT there were several penetrations in which the critical features of cells varied in complexity but could be related.
